


Analyze and Graph your Data with 
Unparalleled Ease and Precision

Create Your Exact Graph in No Time

   Create compelling graphs for publications,  
 presentations and reports.
   Let the Interactive Graph Wizard lead you 
 through every step of graph creation
  Choose from over 100 different 2D and 3D 
 graph types.
  Control and customize the properties of 
 every graph element.
  Use Dynamic Update to draw your graph 
 immediately after a property change.
  Make graph changes in Graph Properties,
 and on the graph page without closing
 the Graph Properties dialog box.

Data Analysis Methods to Uncover 
Information in your Data

   Over 50 of the most frequently used 
 statistical tests with step-by-step  
 directions that do not require you to be a 
 statistician.
  Now with ANCOVA and Principal  
 Components Analysis (PCA).
  Fit your data easily and accurately with the 
 Regression Wizard, Dynamic Fit Wizard and 
 Global Fit Wizard. And now fit implicit 
 functions.
  Plot mathematical functions with the 
 Function Plotter.
  Use the Macro Recorder to automate 
 repetitive and complex tasks.

Fine Tune Every Graph Detail

 The beauty and utility of SigmaPlot is its  
 ability to modify each graph object to  
 produce a graph that in total “tells the 
 story”  of your research.
       Numerous import/export capabilities for worksheets
 and graphs.

Create the Exact Graph
for your research

Over 100 different 2D and 
3D graph types with new 
Forest  and Kernel Density Plots.

Advanced Analysis Methods

Bland-Altman,
Dot-Density,
Enzyme Kinetics.

Tabbed Groups

Collect related graphs
in a tabbed group for easy 
relationship to a worksheet.

Properties and Graph Interaction

Select Items on the page 
without leaving the Graph Properties 
dialog box.

Work Directly on the Page

Almost every object is selectable
Mini-toolbars allow direct 
modification. Horizontal, 
vertical and rectangular 
legend shapes.

Simple Direct Labeling
New Color Schemes
Line Thickness from column

Put legend labels immediately next to
plots with flexible colors and
precise line thickness.

Rearrange Notebook and 
Legend Items by Dragging

Put notebook and legend 
items in a natural order. 
Reverse legend item order.

Graph Properties

New Graph Properties Panel with
all graph categories displayed in a tree
The associated properties are 
displayed on the right.

Multiple Methods for Zoom,
Pan and Drag

Select or modify objects on the graph,
or functions like zoom, while simultaneously
using Graph Properties.

Notebook Manager

Save multiple notebooks,
worksheets, graphs, reports,
transforms, equations and
macros.

Interactive Graph Wizard

A step-by-step graph
creation process.

Over 50 tests with complete
background statistical assumption
testing and appropriate 
test suggestion.

Complete Advisory Statistics
with new ANCOVA and 
Principal Components Analysis

Analyze and Create the Graph which Presents the Best Visual Representation of your 
Research

SigmaPlot® is a scientific data analysis and graphing software package with advanced curve fitting, a vector-based programming 
language, macro capability and over 50 frequently used statistical tests. SigmaPlot has the analytical features necessary to extract the 
important information from your research data. With over 100 graph types and a user interface which allows detailed manipulation of 
every graph object, you can create the exact graph to present your results.

Huge Worksheet and Associated
Programming Language

32,000,000 rows and 32,000 columns.
Vector Based computations.

Powerful Curve Fitting

Nonlinear - 155 built-in functions.
Dynamic – is your fit the best fit?
Global – fit shared data sets.
New Akaike Information Criterion 
and weighting functions.



Generate the Graphs Quickly and Easily
with the New Interface Features

For more information and to download a trial version, visit us at www.sigmaplot.com

Rearrange items in your notebook by dragging.
Objects in a notebook section are not necessarily created in a 
logical order.  You can now drag items within a section to new 
positions to place them more logically. You can also rearrange 
sections.

A new SigmaPlot tutorial 
The new tutorial makes creating graphs for the first time easy. 
It starts with simple examples and gradually becomes more 
complex.

Specify plot line widths from a worksheet column.  
Line width values can now be entered in a worksheet column.  
These values may be used within a graph or across 
multiple graphs on the page. 

New Vector Export File Formats
SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics), SWF (Adobe Flash Player) and Vector PDF file formats have been added.  These are scalable formats 
where no resolution is lost when zooming to different levels.  SVG is the standard graphics format for the web and SWF can be used 
with Adobe Flash Player.  Because pdf is used so frequently, the vector PDF format is now attached to the Create PDF button on the 
Home ribbon.

Updated Application File Formats
File import and export support has been updated to Versions 13 and 14 of Minitab, Version 9 of SAS and Version 19 of SPSS

> PDF Vector (Portable Document Format, *.pdf)
> SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics, *.svg)
> SWF (Adobe Flash Player, *.swf)

EXPORT TO >>



Legend Improvements

Legend Shapes
Vertical, horizontal and 
rectangular legend shapes are 
now available. 

Reverse Legend Order
You can now select to reverse the legend item order.  
This provides a more logical order for some graph types.

Mini-Toolbar Editing of Legend Items
Legend items may now be edited by clicking on the item and using the mini-
toolbar.

Direct Labeling
The legend can now be ungrouped and individual legend items placed adjacent to the 
appropriate plots.  The labels will move with the graph to maintain position with respect to 
the graph.  Since the label is adjacent to the plot, visual identification of each plot is now 
much easier.

New Graphing Capabilities Enhance
Your Ability to create Publication Quality Graphs

New Graph Features

Forest Plot
A forest plot is one form of “meta-analysis” which is used to combine multiple 
analyses addressing the same question.  Meta-analysis statistically combines the 
samples of each contributing study to create an overall summary statistic that is 
more precise than the effect size in the individual studies. Individual study values 
and their 95% confidence intervals are shown as square symbols with horizontal 
error bars and the overall summary statistic as a diamond with width equal to its 
95% confidence interval.

Kernel Density
The kernel density feature will generate an estimate of the underlying data 
distribution.  This should be compared to the step-like histogram. It has 
advantages (no bars) and disadvantages (loss of count information) over a 
histogram and should be used in conjunction with the histogram. They can be 
created simultaneously. 

Dot Density with Mean & Standard Error 
Bars
The mean plus standard error bar computation, symbol 
plus error bars, has been added to the Dot Density 
graph.  This enhances the other possible dot density 
display statistics – mean, median, percentiles and 
boxplot. 

New Color Schemes
Ten new color schemes have been implemented.  
Three examples are:

 



Increase SigmaPlot's Power 
with New Analysis Features

Principal Components Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a technique for reducing the complexity of high-
dimensional data by approximating the data with fewer dimensions. Each new dimension is 
called a principal component and represents a linear combination of the original variables. The 
first principal component accounts for as much variation in the data as possible. Each 
subsequent principal component accounts for as much of the remaining variation as possible 
and is orthogonal to all of the previous principal components.
You can examine principal components to understand the sources of variation in your data. You 
can also use them in forming predictive models. If most of the variation in your data exists in a 
low-dimensional subset, you might be able to model your response variable in terms of the 
principal components. You can use principal components to reduce the number of variables in 
regression, clustering, and other statistical techniques.

Analysis of Covariance
ANCOVA (Analysis of Covariance) is an extension of ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) obtained by 
specifying one or more covariates as additional variables in the model. If you arrange ANCOVA data 
in a SigmaPlot worksheet using the indexed data format, one column will represent the factor and 
one column will represent the dependent variable (the observations) as in an ANOVA design. In 
addition, you will have one column for each covariate. When using a model that includes the effects 
of covariates, there is more explained variability in the value of the dependent variable. This 
generally reduces the unexplained variance that is attributed to random sampling variability, which 
increases the sensitivity of the ANCOVA as compared to the same model without covariates (the 
ANOVA model). Higher test sensitivity means that smaller mean differences between treatments will 
become significant as compared to a standard ANOVA model, thereby increasing statistical power.

Akaike Information Criterion (AICc)
The Akaike Information Criterion is now available in nonlinear regression 
reports.  It is a goodness of fit criterion that also accounts for the 

number of parameters in the equation.  It also is valid for non-nested equations that occur, for example, 
in enzyme kinetics analyses.  Smaller AICc values are better and negative values will occur.  The 
difference between the AICc values for two different equations is what is of interest.  If you find a 
difference of 7 or more then the equations are significantly different.  If the difference
 is greater than 2 then the equation with the smaller AICc value should be considered as a candidate for 
the best equation.  

New Probability Functions for Curve Fitting
A total of 24 probability functions have been added to the curve fit library.  These functions will augment 
the variety of fit models that already exist. They also previously existed in the transform language where 
they can be used for computing the values of probability density functions, cumulative distribution functions and their inverses. They 
can be used to compute and verify a number of statistical measures such as significant probabilities, critical values of statistics, 

confidence intervals, histogram comparisons, et cetera. Graphs of these functions will be easily 
obtained using the Plot Equation facility.  Equations involving these functions can be solved using 
the Solver facility that is available from both the macro language and the Plot Equation dialog.

Nonlinear Regression Weighting
There are now seven different weighting functions built into each nonlinear regression equation 
(3D are slightly different).  As shown in one regression equation these functions are reciprocal y, 

reciprocal y squared, reciprocal x, reciprocal x squared, reciprocal predicteds, reciprocal predicteds squared and Cauchy.  The 
iteratively reweighted least squares algorithm is used to allow the weights to change during each nonlinear regression iteration.  In 
this way “weighting by predicteds”, a commonly used method, can be obtained by selecting the 
reciprocal_pred weighting option.  Also, Cauchy weighting (select weight_Cauchy) can be used to fit an 
equation to data that contains outliers and the effect of the outliers will be minimized.  Users can create 
their own weighting methods in terms of residuals and/or parameters to implement other robust fitting 
methods.

Multiple Comparison Test Improvements
Two important improvements have been made.  P values for the results of nonparametric ANOVA have 
been added.  These did not exist before.  Also, multiple comparison P values were limited to discrete choices (0.05, 0.01, etc.).  This 
limitation no longer exists and any valid P value may be used.  



For more information, visit us at www.sigmaplot.com

SigmaPlot 13 Features

Dot Density - 4 Types
Radar - 5 Types
Kernel Density - 5 Types*
Forest Graphs - 2 Types*

Legends
• Horizontal, vertical and rectangular legend shapes*
• Reverse legend item order*
• Simple direct labels that move with the graph*
• Automatic or manually created; lines and symbols on or off
• Legends for regressions, con�dence, and prediction intervals
• Place line and symbol before or after text

Function Plotter
• Automatic or manually created; lines and symbols on or off
• Plot functions on new or existing graphs
• Plot multiple different parameter values simultaneously
• Equation Solver: solve equations or functions containing a single 
 independent variable and any number of parameters

NEW USER INTERFACE FEATURES
• Rearrange Notebook items by dragging*
• New SigmaPlot tutorial PDF �le*
• Line widths from a worksheet column*
• New SVG, SWF and vector PDF graphics export �le formats*
• File import and export support is added for V 13 and 14 of Minitab, 
 V 9 of  SAS, V 19 of SPSS*

Microsoft Office Style Ribbons
• Context sensitive feature grouping for enhanced functionality
 and ease of use.
• Expanded tooltips that include hot keys.
• Alt Key Tips provide visual display of keyboard shortcuts

Graph Property Redesign
• New graph object and property browser. Object selection in the
 graph is displayed in the object window and the object’s properties
 displayed in the property window.
• Dynamic Update provides immediate graph redraw with property 
 change. No Ok or apply button press required
• Property group styles may be copied and applied across like groups
 thus simplifying property speci�cation.
• New window show/hide buttons for window real-estate management

User Interface Improvements
• New tabbed window views enable quick window management 
 (selection, closing, grouping)
• New docking panel guides providing simple window placement.  
 This includes the Graph Gallery, Templates, Layouts, Object and 
 Properties windows.
• Group open windows into tabbed groups either vertically or 
 horizontally.  This collects like windows for easy comparison 
 and better window management.
• Object-speci�c mini toolbars are displayed adjacent to selected 
 graph, worksheet and report objects.  This allows rapid editing of 
 object properties.
• Customizable Quick Access Toolbar for frequently used 
 user-speci�c controls.

DATA ANALYSIS FEATURES
• Enzyme Kinetics Module
• Analyze multiple models and rank by best �t
• Create multiple enzyme kinetics graphs: Michaelis-Menten, 
 Lineweaver-Burk, Eadie-Hofstee, Scatchard, Hanes-Woolf, Hill, Dixon 

Regression Wizard
• 24 probability function �t models*
• 7 weighting functions for each �t model*
• Akaike information criterion computation*
• Linear and nonlinear regressions
• 2, 3, 4, and 5-segment piecewise-linear models
• Over 100 built-in, graphically-illustrated equations
• Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm with up to 10 independent 
 variables and 100 parameters
• De�ne tolerance, step size and iterations
• De�ne linear constraints and �x parameters to a constant value
• Automatically determines your initial parameters
• Writes a complete statistical report to your SigmaPlot Notebook
• Automatically graphs your results on new or existing graphs
• Option to add 95 or 99% con�dence and prediction bands
 to a results graph
• Optional Reduced Chi-Square Regression weighting
• Customize the SigmaPlot �t library or create your own �t functions
• Generalized weight variables: predicted values, robust regression
• Parameter covariance matrix and con�dence intervals in report
• Predicted values de�ned implicitly by the �t model

Dynamic Fit Wizard
• Solves difficult curve �tting problems by �nding local and global 
 �t solutions
• Selects many initial maximally-distant starting parameter sets 
 and ranks the resulting �ts
• Shows the local minima with a Dynamic Fit Pro�le graph

Global Fit Wizard
• Fit multiple data sets using shared parameters 

Automatic Linear Regressions
• Up to 10th order with con�dence and prediction intervals 
 and regression statistics
Column Descriptive Statistics Generated Automatically

STATISTICS
• Principal Components Analysis (PCA)*
• Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA)*
• Over 50 of the most frequently used statistical tests to analyze 
 scienti�c  data
• Advisor Wizard guides you through the process of choosing the 
 appropriate     statistical test
• Report generation that translates the statistics into plain and 
 simple  English
• Descriptive statistics
• Non-parameter tests: t-tests, ANOVA
• One-way, two-way, three-way ANOVA

• Click-through accessibility to select and edit graph objects 
 buried under other items
• OLE 2 container and server
• Automatic or manual legends
• True WYSIWYG
• Multiline text editor
• Multiple curves and plots on one graph
• Multiple axes on one graph
• Arrange graphs with built-in templates
• Multiple levels of zooming and custom zooming
• Easily change the size and position of multiple selected 
 objects simultaneously to layout and arrange graphs 
 and other objects quickly
• Scale graph to any size
• Resize graphic elements proportionally with resizing graph
• Alignment and position tools
• Draw lines, ellipses, boxes, arrows
• Layering options
• Inset graphs inside one another
• Selection of graph objects
• Right-click property editing
• Color schemes
• Paste graphic objects from other programs
• Graph page rulers
• Adjustable snap-to grids

"Picking from Column" Option
• Enter colors, patterns, symbols, line styles, tick mark intervals, 
 tick labels and more directly into your worksheet to customize 
 your graph the way you want. Transforms and "picking from column" 
 allow you to create data dependent color gradients, symbols and sizes.

Automate Routine and Complex Tasks
• Visual Basic compatible programming using built-in 
 macro language interface
• Macro recorder to save and play-back operations
• Full automation object support - use Visual Basic to create 
 your own SigmaPlot-based applications
• Run built-in macros or create and add your own scripts
• Add menu commands and create dialog boxes
• Export graph to PowerPoint Slide
• New 'Insert Graph to Microsoft Word' Toolbox macro
• New keyboard shortcuts in the Graph Properties and most 
 Microsoft Excel keyboard shortcuts in the worksheet
• Macro language graph page measurement units speci�cation
• Macro language automatic legend state speci�cation

Windows Application
• Excel, Word and PowerPoint for Office 2007, Office 2010 
 and Windows 7 support
• Tips and Tricks at startup
• OLE 2 container and server
• Use Excel worksheets inside SigmaPlot
• Right mouse button property editing
• Selection of objects on graph page
• Full precision and date/time Microsoft Excel copy and paste

IMPORT & EXPORT OPTIONS
Import
• Directly import SAS data sets (.sd2 and .sas7bdat �les)
• Directly import Minitab data sets (.mtw & .mpj �les)
• Open Axon Binary, Axon Text, ASCII Plain, Comma and 

TM TM TM general import �lter, 1-2-3 , Symphony , Quattro , Excel,
 dBASE E, DIF, all SigmaPlot �les through SigmaPlot 12, 
 SigmaStat �les (all versions), SYSTAT, SigmaScan Pro, 
 Sigma Scan, SigmaScan Image, Mocha
• Import any ODBC compliant database
• Run SQL queries on tables and selectively import information

Export
• SAS �les (.sd2 and .sas7bdat �les)
• Minitab �les (.mtw & .mpj �les)
• 

TMASCII Text, Tabbed, Comma, 1-2-3 , Excel, DIF, 
 all SigmaPlot �les though SigmaPlot 12, SigmaScan Pro
• PDF, PSD and HTML export of graphs and reports

Import Graphics Options
• Load popular graphic �le formats directly into 
 SigmaPlot graphic page
• Import BMP, JPEG, GIF, TIFF, Cursor and Icon Files & many more

Graph Export Options
• Export an individual graph, a group of graphs and objects 
 or an entire page
• Different levels of resolution and color depths: PDF, EPS, TIFF, 
 JPEG, EMF, BMP
• True color EPS vector and CMYK EPS export
• Compressed CMYK TIFF

Publish as Web Page
• Export graphs as high-resolution Web objects
• WebViewer: free browser plug-in to view data used to create 
 graph or  print, pan and zoom in on graph without losing resolution
• The WebViewer supports IE 4.01 or higher. A screen resolution 
 JPEG �le is  automatically displayed for browser applications 
 and operating systems

• Repeated measures
• Rates and proportions
• Regression, including Linear, Stepwise, Best Subsets, 
 Polynomial and  Logistic
• Correlation
• Survival analysis (Kaplan-Meir, Cox Regression)
• Power and sample size analysis
• One sample signed rank test
• Deming regression for errors in both x and y
• Normal distribution comparison for QC analysis
• Parallel line analysis
• Bland-Altman analysis for method comparison

SMOOTHING
2D & 3D Smoothing Routines
• Negative exponential
• Running average
• Loess
• Running median
• Bisquare
• Inverse square
• Inverse distance (for 3D smoothing)

TRANSFORMS
Quick Transforms
• Perform quick mathematical transforms provided in a
 function palette
• Automatic Updating of multiple transforms in worksheets

Mathematical Transforms
• Set worksheet row and column titles
• Root() and Implicit() functions
• 36 probability density and cumulative transforms 
• Histogram
• Normalize ternary data
• Interpolate 3D mesh
• Sorting
• Fast Fourier transforms with �lters
• Lowess smoothing
• Differential equations
• Data to RGB-color transform
• Trigonometric and algebraic functions
• Random and Gaussian random number generation
• Range, accumulation, precision, and more
• Transforms are now kept in notebook �les as JNB �les for 
 easier organization of transforms; create transform libraries; 
 associate Transforms with data sets
• Protect and track changes to transforms for 21 CFR Part 11

GENERAL FEATURES
Large, Scienti�c Worksheets
• 32,000 columns by 32,000,000 rows
• Handles numeric, text (categorical), and date & time data
• Data sorting
• Insert color, symbols, line styles and bar patterns
• Independent graphically adjustable row height and column widths
• Missing data handling
• Data point sampling
• Graphical feedback of current curve and datapoint
• Text support of up to 256 characters
• Change the font type and grid colors
• Change font for worksheet
• Multiple Undo
• Format empty cells - formatted selected columns even if they do 
 not contain data
• More �exible column titles allow for duplicates and numeric only titles
• Enhanced data/time recognition and more formats
• Arrow-key functionality is similar to that of Microsoft Excel
• Freeze Panes and print preview
• Multi-line editing - text wraps to �t the column while the 
 row height automatically adjusts
• Find and replace data
• Mini tool bar for worksheet cell editing
• Zoom enabled worksheet
• Quick worksheet window scrolling with middle mouse wheel 
• Formatted text in worksheet cells.  Text in worksheet can 
 contain super and subscripts, Greek letters, etc. and this can be 
 used in tick labels

SigmaPlot Notebook Manager
• Holds SigmaPlot worksheets, Excel worksheets, reports, regression 
 wizard equations, graph pages, transforms and macros.
• Direct-editing of notebook summary information

SigmaPlot Report Editor
• Insert tables with pre-de�ned styles or customize completely
• Copy/Paste tabular data both ways between the SigmaPlot 
 report and Excel worksheet
• Zoom enabled report
• Vertical and horizontal rulers
• Ability to change the report background color
• Enhanced PDF export
• Drag and Drop Word 2007 and Word 2010 content directly to the report
• Cut and paste or use OLE to combine all the important aspects of your 
 analysis into one document. 
• Choose from a wide range of styles, sizes, and colors
 from any system font.
• Export to most word processors
• Add decimal tabs, tab leader, true date/time �elds
• Auto-numbering

Page Layout and Annotation Options
• 10 new Color Schemes*
• Zoom, pan, +/- controls and zoom dialog & slider always 
 available on status bar
• Drag graph with "hand" mouse cursor
• Quick window scrolling with middle mouse wheel
• Direct graphic �le import into graph page
• Real-time mouse-over XY and page coordinate feedback

Phone: +91 80 6765 0000
Fax: +91 80 6765 0000
e-mail: info-intl@systat.com


